
Protection from explicit 
and irrelevant content 

for children’s homes

Use case



Carl-Darren Marx, Director of QLine IT (PC Repair Leads LTD), speaks about their 
experience working with SafeDNS.

Location

Leeds, UK

Challenge

Protect the users of the Internet in 45 children’s homes from materials harmful to 
minors.

Solution

SafeDNS cloud web filtering.

Organization overview

QLine IT is a MSP who offers all key IT support services including PC maintenance, 
format, PC builds, virus removal, tutorials and much more.

Impact  

With SafeDNS all the children and other users of the Wi-Fi networks at children’s 
homes are safe and have no longer access to all the harmful and inappropriate 
content.

Duration

2021 - present



Problem

QLine IT looks after 45 children’s homes in the UK where they needed to ensure that all 
the children’s homes and all the computers within them, including tablets, phones and 
anybody who connects via Wi-Fi was protected against resources inappropriate for 
children. SafeDNS works perfectly here as the web filtering solution complies with the 
rules and regulations of IWF, the Children's Internet Protection Act (CIPA), BpjM and the 
Canadian Centre for Child Protection.

Solution

Carl-Darren Marx, director of QLine IT, values the simplicity of SafeDNS solution as it 
takes only a few minutes to set up: “Once we had completed the onboarding, the 
solution was very straightforward. Essentially, create a profile on the portal, apply 
DNS IP details to individual routers, and it was literally as easy as that. So very 
straightforward as it is still to this day.”

SafeDNS also has a feature that allows to set individual filtering rules for each end-
user. It is convenient for QLine IT as they can make different profiles for different 
young people and grant or deny access to any resource individually. 

Besides the child sector, using SafeDNS also gives QLine IT the opportunity to resell 
the solution to other clients who wish to have content filtering throughout  their 
office environment. Carl-Darren Marx again highlighted the accessibility here, as it 
doesn’t require any additional hardware or software and setups within minutes.

Result

All the Internet users in the children’s homes, which are managed by QLine IT, now 
have a safe online environment protected from explicit and irrelevant content on the 
internet.

QLine IT is happy with SafeDNS cloud filtering solution, although Carl-Darren Marx 
mentioned the lack of some parental control features, but SafeDNS has an Android 
agent and an IOS agent is coming out soon!



The SafeDNS filtering technology recieved a prestigious award 
from the world-famous test lab, Software Suggest. SafeDNS 
solutions are recognized as having a good value for money.


SafeDNS blocks a whopping 98.5% of requests to adult 
content. 
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SafeDNS is a company founded in 2010 for developing web filtering 
solutions for different markets and customers. Since 2013 SafeDNS has been 
providing products for home and corporate users including businesses, 
educational institutions, telecom operators, MSPs and VARs.

Now SafeDNS products and cloud service are used by more than 4 000 
organizations and tens of thousands of home users worldwide.


